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BuzzWorks Craft Beer Sports Bar 
365 llth Street, San Francisco CA 94103 
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PCN Determination Committee. 
Office of the Clerk of the SF BOS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
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BuzzWorks Inc as its President. · 7 .. -.: ~ <: 
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San Francisco, CA 94103 
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San Francisco CA 94102 
415-554-5184 vlad@sfbuzzworks.com 

On Behalf of BuzzWorks Inc, DBA The BuzzWorks Sports Bar, I am requesting a PCN Determination for 
the TRANSFER of an Existing Type 48 license that will be exchanged for an original Type 42 license 
that was previously approved through PCN in 2015 for this premises. 

Since its opening day on July 18th 2016, BuzzWorks has fulfilled its Public Convenience and Necessity 
by serving as a destination venue for sports enthusiasts throughout SF and across the Greater Bay 
Area, providing seamless and trouble free operations as a Premier Bay Area Sports Bar. 

After 1,300+ days of uninterrupted service to its community oflocal and regional supporters, boasting 
a 100% spotless safety record, without even a minor incident requiring a call for service to; fire, police 
or emergency; BuzzWorks has well earned it reputation and recognition as an exemplary operated 
establishment. Furthermore, over the course of its 3.5 years of daily operation, BuzzWorks has never 
received one sound complaint, not been issued one code violation, has always operated within its 
means, and raised the benchmark of how a 21 + bar should be operated. 

Based on the PCN determination in 2015, BuzzWorks was granted the right to operate as a 21 +Bar 
under an original Type 42 License. As a result of this exchange to a Type 48, BuzzWorks will be able 
to serve craft spirits along side its primary craft beer offerings. Otherwise, nothing else will change in 
how BuzzWorks is licensed and permitted to operate its business logistics or its daily operating hours 
from as early as 6am to as late as Zam at its discretion. 

This premise-to-premise transfer is taking place between District 8 to District 6, upon which the 
currently active Type 42 will be surrendered to the ABC for cancelation. This exchange process will 
actually create an overall reduction to the liquor license concentration in SF, as well as reallocate 
licenses to where they best serve public convenience and necessity. 

The SF Planning Department has confirmed that in this WMUO Zoning; a bar is a bar. This zoning 
district makes it a 'right of use' for any type of 'on-premise' bar license, and the Planning Department 
sees no difference between a Type 42 or a Type 48 as far as they are concerned. 



The exchange license #48-613613 was sourced through Liquor License Network. The seller is a bar 
on 18th & Castro Streets. The completed application was filed with the SF ABC local office on Nov 20th 
2019. The license is in escrow #19-5778-DB with CA Business Escrow awaiting final transfer. 

The ABC 207 'White Poster' public notice was posted on the building on Dec 19th after the ABC pre
approved the application and provided the poster. On that same day the requisite ABC 207-E 
neighborhood notification mailer was sent via USPS to all addresses within 500 ft of the premises. 

ABC Form 293 - 'Affidavit of Posting' and ABC Form 207-F 'Declaration of Service by Mail' were filed 
with the SF ABC office on January 15th 2020. 

Included with the ABC 207-E mailer was a letter from BuzzWorks inviting all recipients to attend a 
community forum 'Q&A Open House' that was held at 7pm on Tuesday January 14th 2020. Residents 
and business stakeholders were invited to voice any concerns as well as their support for the license. 
exchange. Those unable to attend were given contact instructions on how they can email or call with 
any questions or concerns. 

Lieutenant Sawyer of the ALU was invited to attend the meeting, but called prior to the meeting and 
respectfully declined due to previous engagements. In addition Officer Gabriel of the ALU, assigned to 
review this application, was also invited, but was unable to attend either. 

Overall, of the -40 community members, residents and their guests that attended were unanimously 
resound with a strong desire to be able to enjoy craft spirits at BuzzWorks. Community outreach 
continues as part of BuzzWorks neighborhood outreach efforts, with over 100+ letters of support as of 
now, and many more will be gathered as necessary until the transfer process has been finalized. 

Over the past 4 years since the granting of this original Type 42, the population of SF has increased by 
80,000+ residents, the majority of which have settled into District 6. Yet the number of ABC licenses 
in this census track has only increased by 2; both of which were Type 42 -with BuzzWorks being one 
of them 4 years ago. So there is a clear and present need for the recently settled as well as the 
projected incoming population growth of District 6 to have more full-service licensed establishments 
that will serve the needs and convenience of Western SOMA's growing residential base. 

This requested modification to BuzzWorks ABC licensing status will only expand its variety of drink 
offerings, thereby adding further value to BuzzWorks ability of conveniently servicing the desires, 
requests and enjoyment of SF residents and its Greater Bay Area established clientele base. 

I therefore request your support and approval of this exchange of BuzzWorks Type 42 into a Type 48 
so it will continue as a 21 + Bar that simply offers a wider variety of alcohol drinks. 

Vladimir Cood January 21st 2020 

Owner-Operator of: BuzzWorks Bar@ 365 ttth Street & Butter Bar@ 354 ttth Street. 


